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As trite as it sounds, “post-apocalyptic” is really the
best way to describe Ray Mortenson’s photographs of
the South Bronx. Selections of these images, taken
between 1982 and 1984, are currently on display in the
exhibit Broken Glass: Photographs of the South Bronx
by Ray Mortenson in the Museum of the City of New
York.

During these years, Mortenson took the 5 train by
himself into several neighborhoods in South Bronx,
including East Tremont, Mott Haven and Morrisania,
equipped at first with a pocketable 35mm camera. As he
continued to return and
his comfort—a decidedly
relative term here—with
the areas he was photo-
graphing improved,
Mortenson starting bring-
ing a more sophisticated
and audacious bulky view
camera. The neighbor-
hoods he visited were
largely abandoned, and
Mortenson commented in
The New York Times arti-
cle on the exhibit that he
thought of his up to
twelve hour visits to the
dilapidated and devastated South Bronx synonymous
with his childhood meanderings through forests and
fields in his hometown in Delaware. Only on a few
occasions did he come across other people, and he
named only one instance where anything was demand-
ed from him (a group of drug dealers once ordered him
to turn over his film). When he was using the view cam-
era, he would set up the camera on a tripod for extend-
ed exposures (sometimes as long as ten minutes) and
leave the photo site to explore the buildings he was in or
around while the picture took.

The images themselves show an unfiltered and sur-
real view of South Bronx from outside urban sce-

nescapes of streets with rows of buildings completely
empty, burned out, and windowless to the buildings’ inte-
riors, complete with peeling paint and wallpaper. And
from cemented windows, warped fire escapes, and still
smoldering ruins to lots covered in garbage and over-
growth; building faces with nothing behind them. The
indoor shots reveal just how quickly the structures, lack-
ing windows to keep them out, succumbed to the ele-
ments. Cracked drywall and paint chips coat the floors
along with a myriad of nameless debris. Also astonishing
is the apparent haste with which these buildings were
vacated, with sets of furniture left behind. One photo-
graph shows a man’s coat, dirtied by the atmosphere, still

on a hook on a door next to
a wall, which at first
appears to be some type of
modern art, line heavy and
indistinguishable, until
closer inspection reveals a
panel of cracked mirrors
showing the deteriorating
wall across from it.
S i m u l t a n e o u s l y ,
Mortenson’s photos cap-
ture evidence of recent
inhabitants, with graffitied
walls and empty beverage
bottles, the most haunting
of these being the photo of

a peeling wall donning the infantile scribbling of a stick
figure family on it with the child’s scrawl letters under-
neath: “I love you.” The buildings show quick aging, and
some interior photographs of walls with paintings on
them look as if the painting and wall have melded into
one, appearing as if these buildings had been abandoned
for hundreds of years prior to Mortenson’s visit rather
than just a few.

The images maintain a bizarrely surreal quality, per-
haps because the photographs are black and white. In
today’s context the photos appear as if they could have
been Photoshopped or collaged to attain this quality,
especially in several photos taken from within the build-

ings looking out windows or glass(less) doors, one of
which shows a funnel of windows, urban decay at
each level until the final window finally reveals a
grey skyline. The surreal and ancient quality of
Mortenson’s photographs is jarring when one realizes
that this was the reality of the South Bronx in the sev-
enties and early eighties, when the nation was fraught
with an economic hardship that concentrated in these
poverty-stricken neighborhoods, motivating thou-
sands of “insurance fires” (at their worst, these areas
averaged over thirty fires a day) and the unspoken
phasing out of social services in these areas. 

It is telling that the only living thing shown in any
of these pictures is an emaciated dog in the midst of
empty lots of rubble. The pervasive question Broken
Glass asks is, “How could things get to this point?
What political, economic and cultural shifts could
lead to such a collapse?” writes Sean Corcoran, the
exhibit’s curator. It seems incomprehensible, espe-
cially because this was just three decades ago. But
further, it is also slightly horrifying in light of the cur-
rent economic situation, which, Mortenson is quick to
point out, resonates with these images:  “You hear
about this happening now in suburban places hit by
foreclosures — empty houses, windows going bro-
ken, swimming pools filling up with trash.”

The images presented in Broken Glass were first
and foremost artistic in motivation (though
Mortenson himself admits it was a “hard-art project,”
perhaps due to the cause of the subject matter), the
result of an attraction Mortenson had with the archi-
tectural qualities of these destroyed structures and the
scenescapes they made up. And the images are, in a
haunting and maudlin way, beautiful, intriguing and
multifaceted. But they also show the history of an
area devastated by economic disenfranchisement and
government abandonment, and whether intended or
not, this is perhaps the most important way to view
these photos in our current context. Broken Glass will
be at the Museum of the City of New York until March
8, 2009. 1220 Fifth Avenue. Open Tuesday – Sunday
from 10am until 5pm.  Suggested student donation $5.

To witness a reading given by most of my favorite
writers would require candles, a few buckets of goats’
blood, and a Ouija board (none of which I keep around
the house). I mostly read books by dead people, because
it’s almost guaranteed enjoyment; there are reasons why
works by Joyce, Hemingway, Faulkner, et cetera, have
survived—they’re good reads.  I don’t have any partic-
ular prejudice against the pulse-endowed, I’d just like to
establish a strong platform of what-came-before before
delving into the literary adventures of the here-and-now.

But this all changed one evening at the Union
Square Barnes and Noble… OR WOULD IT?!  As I
ascended the series of escalators towards the third floor,
I noticed a man in front of me clutching a cassette copy
of Astral Weeks, claiming to be the biggest fan of “Van
the Man.”  I suddenly panicked, thinking that I had
somehow confused a Toni Morrison book signing with
a Van Morrison concert.  I was further disturbed when I
heard another man in front of me mentioning his excite-
ment to see Tony Danza in the flesh and to hear about
his much-hushed days in the then-burgeoning pornogra-
phy industry.  Were the rumors true? he wondered.  Had
I stumbled into the wrong Barnes and Noble?  Was this
in fact some kind of joint Irish-Italian Van Danza
Extravaganza?  No.  Thank God.  I was right, and the
other two men on the escalator were sorely wrong.

As Morrison (Toni) walked towards the podium, the
crowd of hundreds gave her a standing ovation.  To be

honest, having not read the book at that point, I was most-
ly impressed by her absurdly long, grey dreadlocks,
which are probably older than me.  But this would all
change when I got into her new novel: A Mercy.

Morrison’s new novel is an intricately woven tale of
an America much wilder and more primordial than the
one we know today.  Taking place in the late seventeenth
century, it reveals a country a long
ways away from becoming a coun-
try—a place of danger, uncertainty,
and isolation. Jacob Vaark, an
Anglo-Dutch trader picks up a
bride, Rebekka, whom he’s never
met before and establishes a small,
unprofitable, but sustainable farm.
And although he has an aversion to
the slave trade, he accumulates a
few slaves and servants, one being
a native American girl, Lina,
whose village was ravaged by dis-
ease and then burned. Another
slave he acquires is Sorrow, who is
unwanted by her previous owners,
and finally, a young girl, Florens,
who he accepts as part of an owed debt.  While these
characters share vastly different backgrounds, they share
their uprootedness and are all part of a family created by
relocation.

The America that Morrison shows is not that of the
white owner, black slave.  There are Willard and Scully,

white European indentured servants whose inden-
tured servitude is indefinitely extended for whatever
minor infractions their owners might bring up.  There
is a black blacksmith who is a free man.  It is a story
of connections that have been cut and reformed
between new people, ties that are wished but unreal,
and the struggle to find any lasting connection in a

world of uncertainty and ever-
looming death.

The narrative is broken up
and shared by a few different
perspectives, each with a dis-
tinct idiolect, each with a dif-
ferent dream.  While some
become heartbroken, others
find meaning in the world that
has been a fearful, hateful
place.  The final voice in the
story is that of the mother who
gives up her daughter Florens
to Jacob Vaark.  In this power-
ful coda to the novel, the read-
er gets a sense of what a mercy
really is, making sense out of

the otherwise awkward title (that indefinite article
really didn’t do it for me).  I would definitely recom-
mend the book.  It’s not long (under 200 pages), but
Morrison packs those pages with intense emotion,
and the story really is fascinating.  Take a look.  It’s
in a book.  This winter break.

by Bobby Cardos
ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE EDITOR

by Keeran Murphy
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

I still got it.
Ballin’ hair,

that is.

Studio, SoBro, $1,100/month, lots of
natural light!

Ray Mortenson Took Pictures Of Your Neighborhood, Maybe You’d Like To See Them
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one another in challenges, like
when Clarkson filled the back of
Hammond’s car with raw meat
while they were driving through
a lion preserve. Classy. Or in the
episode where Clarkson and
May attempt to drive to the
North Pole in a Toyota truck,
they force Hammond to race
them hundreds of miles through
the arctic by dogsled.  

Another of the most brilliant
segments is “Star in a Reasonably Priced Car.”  In this
segment, Clarkson takes celebrities from Simon
Cowell to Justin Hawkins of The Darkness and has
them race a Chevrolet Lancetti around the Top Gear
track.  Their times are then posted on a leader board,
where they can compare themselves to other celebs.
These tend to be hysterical, as most of the people,
while competent, are no used to pushing a non-per-
formance car to high speeds. They often wipe out,
scream hysterically going around corners, or, in the
case of Hell’s Kitchen’s Gordon Ramsay, swear loud-
ly and continuously throughout their lap.  

One of the final standouts of the show is “the
Stig,” a masked and anonymous driver who performs
all of the show’s top end performance testing.  He is
the driver they use when they do ranking laps for cars
they are testing, he’s the man who instructs the clue-

less celebs on how
to operate an auto-
mobile without
being turned into a
James Dean refer-
ence, and per-
forms any other
m i s c e l l a n e o u s
driving on the
show.  The most
interesting facet of
the Stig, however,
is that his real
identity is some-
thing of a national
obsession in the
UK.  It is known
that for the first
two seasons of the

show the Stig was British Formula 1 driver Perry
McCarthy, but after McCarthy admitted his role in his
biography, he was sacked and replaced.  Since then,
almost every British driver has at some point been
accused of being the Stig, but his identity is still
unkown.

What Top Gear provides to the viewer is a com-
prehensive, insightful, critical, and humorous look at
the automotive world.  It can leave you heaving with
laughter or staring in awe as three giant muscle cars
streak across the deserts of the southwestern United
States, or cheap jalopies trying to drive across the
mud flats of Bostwana. The three presenters approach
cars with the right understanding of how form, func-
tion, and crass consumerism act as causal forces in
the way the world automotive market works.  Simply
put, it is one of the wittiest, most insightful and
incredibly enjoyable shows on TV, bar none.
Currently there is a United States version being
shopped around, supposedly with Adam Carolla set to
host and Tanner Foust and Eric Stromer co-hosting.
Depending on who picks it up and develops it, it
could be either wonderfully enjoyable and more
accessible, or it could turn into a watered-down, ass-
kissing tribute to America’s flagging motor industry
and their precious, precious ad bucks.  For the time
being, at least, the BBC’s Top Gear is still the one
true Top Gear, and as for right now, that’s just about
right.

by Sam Wadhams
STAFF WOAH THIS INTRO PARAGRAPH IS
VERY RIDICULOUS.

Some sensations are universal.  A piece of cut metal
slides into an ignition, sending sparks dancing down
wires, the dull, bulbous roar of a thousand explosions
trapped deep within a big block engine.  Gas in, clutch
out, easing just to the friction point to hear the tires spin
and squeal and then taking off, a stampede of power
exploding as a candy painted metal cocoon begins to fly
down the tarpaper highway.  Drag races down back
streets late into hot summer nights, flying from light to
light, kneeling down on your dashboard and praying to
the gods of midnight danger that no cherry blue lights
come streaking up behind you.  Automobiles are pro-
duced all over the world, but something about the power
and freedom, danger and excess of big, fast cars seems to
have been bred for and from the American spirit.
Americans seem to have a fixation with cars.  Muscle
cars, monster trucks, NASCAR.  If America’s collective
memory of the 19th century is The Good, The Bad and
The Ugly, the 20th century is American Graffiti.  It is
interesting, perhaps ironic, then, that the single greatest
piece of automotive television ever produced comes from
a tiny, rainy island whose most notable contribution to
the automotive world is the undersized, underpowered,
under-engineered MINI Cooper.  Sometimes that’s the
way of things.  But despite any lingering Anglophobia,
there is no denying
that the British
B r o a d c a s t i n g
Company’s Top
Gear is the greatest
thing to happen to
cars since the dis-
covery of the
wheel.

The show
began as an auto-
motive magazine
show in 1977, was
cancelled and over-
hauled in 2001, and
is currently one of
the most popular
television programs
in the world.  An
example of its pop-
ularity: the show films in front of a live audience, with
approximately 340,000 people are on the waiting list—a
wait of approximately 21 years. An example of its awe-
someness: Richard Hammond, one of the hosts, almost
died when his jet-engine propelled car blew a tired and
rolled out while he was doing 300 mph.  Baller status.
The show reviews cars of all shapes and sizes, but the
real beauty of the show is the creative, irreverent way
they view cars.  Want to see how fast a Bugatti Veyron
really is?  Race it in a one mile drag race against a fight-
er jet.  Want to see how durable a Toyota pickup is?  Drop
it from a crane, collapse a building on it, crash it into a
tree, set it on fire and drive it home. Seriously.
Furthermore, instead of just constantly reviewing new
cars, they’ll often put forth challenges relating to old cars
or classic cars, just to have fun.  For example, in Season
7 they attempt to purchase Italian supercars for less than
£10,000, then put them through a series of challenges,
only to discover that they are borderline undrivable, espe-
cially when one catches fire on the side of the highway.

The standout of the show, however, is the humor.  It
is hosted by three middle aged British men, who stereo-
typically should be the least funny people on earth, but
the humor tends to run more Monty Python than Gordon
Brown. The presenters are constantly mocking one
another—the lead, Jeremy Clarkson for his arrogance,
and co-hosts James May, for his old man behavior, and
Richard Hammond, for his perceived metrosexuality.
Furthermore, they will often sabotage and root against

It’s the last paper issue of the year, and we could
talk about endings and tearful goodbyes, but we
know you don’t give a sh*t. The end of the year
really means but one thing: finally, enough free
time go out on the town and not feel guilty about
it! In the waning days of the semester, why not fol-
low us into the temptation of these events? Come
on, you’re going to be going home in just a few
days—you know you’re gonna miss the city. Just a
little bit. Just an eensy, weensy bit. -SG

What? Hillary: A Modern Greek Tragedy with a
(Somewhat) Happy Ending
When? Every day except Tuesday, 8:00PM until
December 20
Where? Living Theater
How Much? $20
Why? Catch this Off-Off Broadway show before it
ends its run this Saturday, about former Presidential
candidate (and, uh, New York Senator), Hillary
Clinton! With the much-hyped one-man show about
our homeboy Dubya (to be played by—who else?—
Will Ferrell) on deck, it appears that biographical
political skits are all the rage. And with inauguration
just around the corner, it’s okay to indulge in all
things politics. Watch what happens when a pair of
Greek goddesses toy with the fate of our newest
Secretary of State! With regards to the title, I’m
assuming they wanted to give her a happy ending, but
not even Bill could pull that one off.

What? Looking at Music
When? Daily till January 5
Where? Museum of Modern Art
How Much? $12-20 (but free on Fridays!)
Why? The recent demise of TRL signaled the end of
the last legitiately music video-themed programming
on MTV. While most of us get our video fixes on
YouTube these days, who isn’t nostalgic for the times
when music videos were works of art, and not just
series of images of blinged-out rappers flashing Gs?
The MoMA has just the remedy for that—visit the
Looking at Music exhibit if you haven’t already (it
closes in three weeks) to see some of the early works
of Joan Jonas, Yoko Ono, and David Bowie (among
others). The exhibit also features drawings from
Bowie, The Beatles, and Devo.

What? Gingerbread Adventures
When? Tue-Fri, 1:30pm-5:30pm; Sat-Sun, 10am-
5:30pm
Where? The New York Botanical Garden
How Much? $20, $18 for students
Why? Say what you will about the holidays, every-
one loves gingerbread. And if you don’t, you proba-
bly like gingerbread products including (but not lim-
ited to) Starbucks coffees and candles. And if you
don’t like those…well, I’m sorry. Have a good break
not consuming gingerbread. Anyway, for the rest of
us who love freedom and the American way, there’s a
great event just across the street from campus. You
know the Botans, and they know us (throw on the ol’
Ram Fan shirt—they totes have let us in on a dis-
count because we let them use our parking lot), and
they know the holidays. Bring your family over after
finals for some sweet, spicy goodness. Your younger
siblings will love making gingerbread houses, your
parents will be intrigued to learn about the proper
care of spices used to make the treat, and you can
indulge in a holiday delicacy that will make the mem-
ory of that history final simply melt away.

the paper sent Sam Wadhams, our 
correspondent, to drive in some fast cars.

another BBCanother BBC show youshow you
should probably be watchingshould probably be watching
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We can’t distinguish the comedy group Stella, the
brainchild of Michael Showalter, Michael Ian Black,
and David Wain, from our daily lives anymore.  It’s a
cozy, cozy asylum room with birthday cakes and friend-
ship and not-quite-gay tomfoolery.  I should say, it
sometimes gets serious—but then you put the funk-rock
or the funk-rock on the stereo and dance until the girls
from downstairs come up and complain (Shut up, you
auld maids!).  Always wearing a suit, sometimes dealing
mustaches or hiring illegals to till the fallow land in the
apartment, writing a novel in a night, making bologna
sandwiches, and braving the wilderness.  Cooome
IIiiiin!  IIiit’s Friiiiiidaaaayyy NIIIIiight!  YAAYYYY!

Joe To Chris:
What is Stella?
I don’t know.  I don’t think I’ll ever know what Stella is.
I just know that each day I become more of Stella…my
essence…also, Stella is three guys in suits.  That’s how
I would define Stella.
Talk about suits…
Suits is…
No, I know where this is going…not the bartender at
Mugzs
All right, well the suits are important
because the guys never go to a function
where you would need a suit.  But they’re
always wearing them.  
Chris, you introduced me to Stella.
When was the first time you heard
about Stella?
I was first introduced to Stella when there
was a commercial for their show, featur-
ing three guys having a mustache-grow-
ing contest.  I thought the commercial
was funny, but I didn’t actually see the
show until I picked up a rerun at 1 in the
morning.  From then on, I watched every
episode as they aired, during the ten-
episode season that it was on. 
Why do you think Stella was cut from
Comedy Central?
Because people are idiots and they aren’t
worthy of watching it.
From all the people you’ve shown
Stella to, how many seemed to “get it”
or enjoy the humor? In other words, is
it accessible humor?
Yes, I think it’s extremely accessible—if
you have a heart…or a brain….if you
have a dick.
Who’s Marcus?
I know.
I know.
I know.
Can you describe for me some of the
plotlines in the TV series Stella?
Sure.  Well, they range from crashing an
office party, which leads to them rising to
the top of a company they don’t even
work for, to seeing a psychotherapist who
ends up being an amusement park in their
minds, to turning their apartment into a
farm and hiring itinerate workers.  
What are some of the re-occurring
themes in the TV series?
One that I’ve noticed the most is friendship.  They’re
constantly building their friendship in everything they
do, while continually degrading each other at every
chance they get.  David Wain gets laid in almost every
episode.  And they’re always referencing this guy
“Marcus,” whom they may or may not actually know.
Aside from the TV show, what other mediums has
Stella worked with?
Before Stella, they were part of the TV show The State,
which evolved from the NYU comedy sketch group
Sterile Yak.  They did a lot of movies together.  And of

course, they tour as a stand-up group.
Which one is your favorite: Michael, Michael, or
David?
I can’t believe you asked me this.  (After a long moment
of thought) I like David Wain.  Because he’s constantly
being picked on, but always boning women.  He takes the
most shit and gets the most ass.

Chris to Joe:
Joe, so when did you first encounter Stella?
Well, Chris, I was over your house and you decided to
show me an episode.  And it was like NKFB.
Did you love it at first or did you hate it at first?
I remember thinking, these guys are grown men and act-
ing like toddlers, but once I got over that, I saw the true
beauty of Stella.
You often tell people that your life is like one big
episode of the show Stella.  How is that?
Aside from making reference to Stella antics no one
would know about, and laughing at myself, I also feel
like the Stella humor has translated into my own humor,
except that it’s not a performance, it’s just me living. It’s
hard to find examples because it’s just all the time. I
remember one time in the Caf, when you and I were fin-
ishing up our meal and leaving a group of our friends, we
both intentionally fell sideways off our chairs, got up,

brushed ourselves off and left without a
word—something our three guys would do
after a meal in their dining room. When I
hear something funny, sometimes I’ll say
I’m a mustachioed business tycoon and that
I haven’t laughed so hard since my last
business transaction. We’ll both sporadical-
ly change our emotions from extremely
angry to excessively horny to joyful to
sappy-melodramatic without even thinking
about it. 
You got that right. 
My panties are so wet. 
Is it true that you once walked up to
Michael Showalter on the street and
showed him a homemade shirt that said
“Who’s Marcus?”?
Who’s Marcus?
I know.
Yes. It was after a filming you and I both
went to of a pilot for a potential MTV show
called Michael and Michael Have Issues. I
was surprised to see the usually well-
trimmed-and-fancy-vested Michael
Showalter slouched over in a white v-neck
t-shirt and baggy jeans with a cigarette in
hand. He didn’t notice me until one of his
dude bros said, with a tone of disappoint-
ment, “Show, look.”  Showalter said to me,
“Nice.”  He hates me, and because of it I
hate myself. 
This isn’t the only time you’ve seen one
or more of the members in the flesh, is it?
No, actually Showalter and his good friends
Paul Rudd and Joe Lo Truglio showed up at
a screening of the movie Wet Hot American
Summer at McCarran Pool. When I saw
him, I stood up and screamed like a little
girl. Better yet, we saw them last
Wednesday in New York for one of their
final standup performances. 

Tell me more about that (sexually).
They combined everything from Stella TV show humor,
to jokes that appeared in some of their online shorts, to
completely new material. They shared with the audience
the songs they listen to while they make love, a fake song
called “the New York Stomp,” “the friendship song,” and
even had David Wain go to the bathroom so Paul Rudd,
as his understudy, could grace the stage. Most attractive
man alive. 
To conclude, on a scale of one to ten, how has Stella
affected our lives?
Well we haven’t bought a bicycle with three seats yet, so
we’ll see.

At the time I am writing this, I have four finals
looming ahead of me. And we have this whole
production weekend for the paper, which we
are in the smack middle of. Words cannot
describe how much the next approximately
three days will probably suck. I am assuming
the same goes for all of you readers in one way
or another, but on a lighter note, when it’s all
over, cure your life-hangover with some of
these here shows. 
-KM

Who? Santos D’Amour: (All DJ sets) The
Rapture, Andrew WK, Gang Gang Dance,
Spencer Sweeney, Eamon Harkin
Where? Santos Party House
When? Thursday, December 18 @ 9 pm
How Much? FREE! (If you bring a toy donation.)
Why? This party is FREE if you come with a
wrapped toy, which will be donated to an NYC
child through Toys for Tots. So not only can you
see ANDREW WK for fuh-ree, you can feel warm
and fuzzy inside by donating a couple of toys to a
good cause.

Who? Yo La Tengo’s Eight Nights of Hanukkah
Where? Maxwell’s (in Hoboken, NJ)
When? December 21-28 @ 8:30 pm
How Much? $30
Why? Don’t worry. We at the paper celebrate
Christmas, Hanukkah, and (obviously) Winter
Solstice, also known as Yule, the Wiccan holiday
on December 21 that celebrates the birth of the
sun god. Anyway, back to Hanukkah. Celebrate
any one of the eight nights of Hanukkah with Yo
La Tengo and a bevy of super-secret special
guests. As with years past, all proceeds from the
eight nights go to charity.

Who? Wu Tang Clan
Where? Hammerstein Ballroom
When? Tuesday, December 23 @ 7 pm
How Much? $50
Why? Hmm…reasons…RZA, GZA, Ghostface,
Raekwon, Method Man, to name a few. Most of us
saw Ghostface at Spring Weekend last year, but
here’s the chance to see the whole legendary crew.
If, of course, you are willing to pay $50. Chock it
up as a wonderful way to spend Christmas Eve
Eve with a loved one.

As a side note, I randomly Wikipedia’d Wu
Tang when writing this. Now I knew the group got
their name from the kung-fu movie, Shaolin and
Wu-Tang, but I have to commend the idiot who
edited this into their Wikipedia page: “The RZA
and Ol’ Dirty Bastard adopted the name for the
group after being trained in Chinese martial arts.
They trained for many months with Shaolin
monks in China.” Well, that still wouldn’t explain
the whole “Wu Tang” thing, but I thought it was
funny.

Who? Patti Smith & Her Band
Where? Bowery Ballroom
When? Monday, December 29 @ 8 pm
How Much? $40
Why? See: the album Horses

by Chris Sprindis and Joe McCarthy
STAFF
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When I was first asked if I would be interested in
attending a show involving interpretive dance, the first
and only thing that I could think of was my middle
school talent show. Images of a nameless sixth grade
girl, prancing around a stage to “Für Elise” in a purple
and green leotard and eventually falling over the long
ribbon she held in her hand, flooded my memory in an
awkward and oddly repulsive flashback. My initial
reaction was to conjure up a clever excuse. However,
after some explanation of the show itself, my interest
was sparked, and I decided to attend.

As it turns out, “interpretive dance,” in this context,
related in no way to the aforementioned ribbon dancer
fiasco. This particular performance was one put on by
the Decadance Theater Company, an all female hip hop
dance troupe with members hailing from the U.S.,
France, and Japan, in conjunction with the New York
Parkour Company (NYPK). The feature presentation
was a modern dance interpretation of Maurice Sendak’s
Where the Wild Things Are.

The show was held at the Brooklyn Lyceum, an
open-floor, stripped-down theater in Park Slope, which,
on the inside, appeared as if it could host either workers
sewing J. Crew cargo shorts or an ecstasy-fueled rave.
Upon my arrival, I was rushed through the ticket line by
a disaffected and slightly grouchy thirty-something
barista, and hastily entered the inner sanctum of the the-
ater to find a seat. After some awkward jostling of
those already sitting in their seats (and possibly some
unintentional groping of my fellow theatergoers), I
found a seat and waited for the show, which was a fash-
ionable 25 minutes late at this point.

The floor of the theater was adorned with various

construction materials and pieces of scaffolding, which
provided the set for the New York Parkour Company’s
opening act. When the performance began, the perform-
ers filed out onto the floor and began their acrobatic
ridiculousness. Partially choreographed and partially
free-form, the members of the NYPK flew all around the
temporary set, frog-leaping over obstacles and
twisting throughout the scaffolding, with up
to five members on a piece of scaffold-
ing at once. Displaying uncanny acro-
batic skills and an apparent absence of
fear of colliding into one another, the
NYPK act proved to be an amazingly
entertaining sensory overload. Seeing as
the audience was on the same elevation as
the performers, sitting in the front row
throughout all of this gave an interesting, albeit
slightly terrifying perspective on the opening
Parkour act.

After the NYPK had sufficiently
frightened/amazed the audience,
they took their leave and disman-
tled the set to allow for the main
act. Entitled “Max338,” in refer-
ence to the 338 words contained in
Sendak’s book, Decadance’s production began with a
darkened theater, foreboding electronic music, and a
video screen being lowered towards the back of the the-
ater. The words, “The night Max wore his wolf suit,”
appeared on the screen, and a spotlight was cast on a
young woman (the lead dancer) sitting on the loft of the
theater, near to where the DJ was stationed. In keeping
with the format of the book, she appeared restless, sitting
off the edge of the loft and leaning on the railing above
her. As the music grew louder and more intense, the
woman playing Max would make wild, slithering move-

ments, using the railing in front of her as what could
only be compared to a dystopian ballet bar.

The performance continued with the lead dancer
dismounting the theater’s loft, putting up the hood of
her sweatshirt (which was cleverly festooned with
wolf ears and duct tape whiskers), and approaching a
table, where another dancer sat, playing Max’s moth-
er. This led to an intense scene, punctuated by loud,
staccato music in which Max and his mother chased
one another in and around the vicinity of the small

table. 
Following this scene was the main

portion of the performance; in which
Max meets the “wild things,” por-
trayed by the rest of the dance troupe,
clad in wildly-colored sweat suits
and intricate face paint and makeup.

Throughout the remainder of the per-
formance, Max and the wild things

engaged in an intense and invigorating dance
routine, with perfectly-timed record scratches

punctuating the dancers’ movements.
Included in the dance were specific
aspects of the book itself such as Max’s

“crowning” as king of the wild things, depicted here
with a large fabric crown slapped on the back of
Max’s wolf-like sweatshirt.

The performance ended with the departing of the
wild things, and Max returning home to her mother,
waiting at the table. The phrase “and it was still hot”
was projected onto the video screen at the back of the
theater. Confident that this experience with interpre-
tive dance had far exceeded those of my middle
school years, I left the theater satisfied and began the
long trek down Flatbush Avenue toward Junior’s
Cheesecake.

by Sean Kelly
STAFF RIBBON DANCER

Gus Van Sant’s latest film, Milk, chronicles the last
eight years of openly gay San Francisco supervisor
Harvey Milk (Sean Penn) and his intense campaign for
gay rights in California.  The film plays like a pre-
dictable biopic but is separate from the fantastical fic-
tionalizations that have recently plagued the genre.
Instead of obsessing over the celebrity of a public fig-
ure, Milk attempts to teach the audience both about the
fascinating political life of Harvey Milk and the tumul-
tuous struggle for equality for the gay community.  Van
Sant succeeds, and Milk becomes an attractive piece of
cinema, informing the audience both of the life and
times of Harvey Milk and highlighting an important and
often overlooked part of our
history.  

During the first few
minutes of Milk, Van Sant
treats the audience to sever-
al minutes of archive news
footage: police officers raid-
ing gay bars and packing
men who hide their faces in
shame into the back of
paddy wagons.  The footage
is staggeringly similar to
footage of African
Americans being arrested
and harassed during the civil
rights movement of the six-
ties.  The point Van Sant is
making here is clear: the struggle within
the film is not merely a question of gay rights, but civil
rights.  

Harvey Milk’s political campaign begins after
meeting with his lover, Scott Smith (James Franco).
Milk, then a 40 year-old conservative businessman in
New York, decides to move to San Francisco with
Smith, where the two open a camera shop on Castro
Street.  Thinking they would find an accepting and lib-

eral environment, Milk and Smith instead find them-
selves in the middle of an intolerant neighborhood.
Police brutality plagues the gay community, and Milk
and Smith fall victim to the assumptions and prejudices
of their neighbors.  In the upcoming elections for city
supervisor, Milk sees an opportunity to rally disgruntled
gay citizens of San Francisco in order to make changes
that will protect them from discrimination and bigotry.
Needless to say, Milk fails.  His political career contin-
ues, however, and Milk begins to appeal to a wider base
that includes union workers and elders, groups that share
similar social disparities with the gay community.

Milk cleans up his act, cuts his hair, and begins wear-
ing suits.  He unsuccessfully runs for the supervisor chair
twice more before deciding to campaign for California

State Assembly.  After
losing, Milk agrees to
one more bid for super-
visor.  His popularity
attracts an influx of gay
residents to the Castro
neighborhood, and Milk
is unofficially dubbed
“The Mayor of Castro
Street.”  Finally, in 1977,
Milk is elected a San
Francisco supervisor for
the Castro district.
Among the other super-
visors is Dan White
(Josh Brolin), conserva-
tive counterpart to Milk,

whose career falls in his shadow.  
Upon winning a seat as supervisor,

Milk’s turns his focus of California Proposition 6, a
proposition that would have every homosexual teacher in
California, and those teachers who support them, fired.
The proposition is spearheaded by John Briggs of the
California State Senate and, of course, the Christian right.
Bluntly put, “The Briggs Initiative,” as it would come to
be called, stated that homosexual teachers would pervert
the youth through manipulation or pedophilia.  Here Van

Sant again deftly uses archive footage, utilizing actu-
al recordings of Proposition 6 supporters to portray
their idiocy in all of its ignorant glory. 

Embellishments aside, the film’s strongest aspect
is Sean Penn’s performance as Harvey Milk.  Penn’s
presence commands attention.  He brings a level of
professionalism to the biopic that hasn’t been seen
since De Niro’s Jake La Motta in Raging Bull.
Penn’s reflection of Milk is uncanny; he hobbles
around the screen in a perpetual shrug with a full and
benevolent smile, appearing harmless at moments but
fervent with a loudspeaker.  Josh Brolin, who plays
fellow supervisor Dan White, is in top form here as
well, retaining his usual good ol’ boy drawl but
manipulating it to become an insecure and defensive
individual whose conflicted morality appropriately
foils Penn’s ideologue. 

Milk does falter towards the end, however, and in
an instant Van Sant changes the tone from a mature
and informed biopic to a silly and contrived one on
par with Walk the Line or Ray.  Van Sant seems to for-
get that Milk is capable of evoking emotion without
having to push it with insulting and annoying cues.
As a result, the ending is capable of distracting the
audience from the genuine charm that had makes
Milk so enjoyable in the first place.  

In the end, the importance of Milk lies in its mes-
sage and relevance to current events.  Milk presup-
poses that to seriously make progress, the gay rights
movement is in need of a strong and enthusiastic rep-
resentative capable of expressing how the movement
is a struggle for civil rights.  Harvey Milk was suc-
cessful because he organized the gay community and
gained support from straight yet equally ignored
social groups.  Likewise, Milk is attractive to both
gay and straight audiences because it approaches the
gay rights movement on a humanist level. If any-
thing, see Milk for its depiction of a fascinating per-
sonality and turbulent yet overlooked period in
American history.  Or see it for Penn’s performance.
Either way, this movie should not be missed.

by Alex Gibbons
STAFF BREAKS WOOD WITH HIS HANDS

meets interpretive dance

Mr. Penn and Mr. Milk

building strong bones,
(probably) winning Sean Penn Oscars
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